Writers: How to Write in
Financial Comfort Even in Old
Age!
There are ways to do what the title says—and about 1000 other
ways that guarantee writing penury, most about as lucrative as
begging for or selling writing pencils on the street! I’ll not
foul this blog by describing how you can find cliche distress
or dangling destitution—poverty you can find on your own. Or
it will find you, particularly if you’re lazy or wreyete
horroribly!
For the rest of you wordsmiths overflowing with words, wit,
proper punctuation, vivid imaginations, and computers that
spell well, here’s what an old writer thinks are the most
likely paths to help you at least end up paying your own
bills—and comfortably at ease between now and then.
We can eliminate some kinds of writing at the outset, like
essays and poetry. Verse may be the showcase of a mastermind,
but 99%+ of the poets, bless them, even when in rhyme don’t
have a dime.
Let’s focus on the four paths that make the most cents.
Geniuses could secure comfort if they could express their
wizardry in lucid, sought prose, then link themselves to
vendors who could harness, package, and sell their brilliance.
(So much for geniuses.)
A harder path would be from the bottom up, from stringer to
city editor to editor-of-editors. Theirs might be the bobbing
path of nervous comfort while publishing mastheads sink into
the sea. Editing excellence may have to be mixed with the deft
art of vessel leaping, derring-do in life preservers, afloat,
preserving words and news while awaiting the calm. Still, in

business and government there may be a million jobs that have
a writing core. They pay well and keep the faithful
comfortable during retirement. Some of the greatest writers
had their day jobs there, and bloomed into fame from the
product of their nighttime/weekend passions.
Fiction writers have the privilege of inventing comfort when
needed, of living where their imagination takes them to find
solace. But to have enough coin to eat and stay warm as needed
requires that they cook up a tasty singular plotstew of
people, purpose, and place that readers want, then keep that
blend boiling until their culinary/literary fame makes them
well rewarded. For most this is surely the hardest way to
spend a life fed solely by writing.
The fourth path is obvious but its luster is so unseen by the
everyday public that most miss its truly gilded glow. These
are the folks who write for close-knit bonds of workers. They
define their niches—surveyors, goat breeders, school
principals—and write books or create how-to guides or give
workshops transformed into BOR tomes about what every member
of the group needs to know to do what they do better. Most
also speak professionally about what they write. And if their
primary field folds or changes form they reform their
knowledge to match the new configuration, get the groups’
email addresses and sell their solutions to their associations
and their members. They have ready-made followers eager for
every applicable word that they write or speak. When they
write articles, they know specifically who will read them and
what they need or want to read. Their blogs are avidly
awaited, they use social media to enhance their expertise, and
as they get known and grow older their demand grows
proportionately. They’re probably too busy to be too
comfortable in their prime years, but they could have a selfgenerating empire that would keep them very comfortable as
they age. The downside? Who knows they exist (comfortably or
at all) and who reads their chosen words, other than the tight

circle of their followers.
That’s it. Musing about how those fed by the flames of
imagination and word-molding are most likely to be able to be
comfortably closer to their preferred mode of creation longer
and freer from debilitating or impoverishing distractions.
Best wishes,
Gordon Burgett
P.S. I write books and speak their messages, mostly. Some are
published by others, while I also publish niche books, all of
which I edit but are written by others. Here is a list of
those books that are currently available. (Oh yes, I’m also
old.)

